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	Each chapter develops a different aspect of a Blender technique. The book is essentially a step-by-step tutorial, which builds up your knowledge throughout. It has practical examples such as lighting a tricycle in open space, lighting a wine bottle on a table, and lighting a room that has a lamp as well as sunlight coming in through the window. These examples will show you how to implement the different Blender techniques in your work. If you are a Blender user and you want to improve the quality of your renders, this book is for you. You need to have experience in Blender and know your way around the Blender interface. You may be a professional or freelancer or hobbyist willing to increase the quality of your portfolio and interested in adding perfection to your renders.


	About the Author


	Aaron Powell developed a passion for computer graphics early in his high school career. Developing "stick figure animations" using the primitive drawing tools of Microsoft PowerPoint, he quickly discovered he wanted to learn about other ways of using animation, always looking to broaden his scope. Tired of crashing PowerPoint, he soon stumbled upon the open source animation program Blender, and immediately got involved with the community that surrounded it. Since then, Aaron has worked as a freelance artist and tutor, focusing on lighting and rendering techniques in both Blender and Autodesk Maya.


	He now attends the Rochester Institute of Technology, pursuing a degree in 3D Digital Graphics, meanwhile giving back to the Blender community through his efforts at CGShark.com. CGShark is an online blog that provides interesting news not only about Blender, but also about the computer graphics industry at large, including movie and book reviews, artist interviews, and other interesting "tid-bits" of information about computer graphics. The blog also proudly hosts Roland Hess's book, "The Essential Blender" as a free PDF download, which brings readers from beginner to computer graphics novice with Blender.
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Computer Network Time Synchronization: The Network Time ProtocolCRC Press, 2006
This book is all about wrangling a herd of network computers so that all display the correct time. This may seem like a really narrow business, but the issues go far beyond winding the clock on your display taskbar. Carefully coordinated, reliable, and accurate time is vital for traffic control in the air and on the ground, buying and selling...
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WPF in Action with Visual Studio 2008Manning Publications, 2008
Now more than ever, Windows applications have to work well and look good. Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Microsoft's new user interface framework, gives you the ability to create stunning graphics, rich interactions, and highly-usable Windows applications. WPF is the API beneath Windows Vista interfaces, and it's also available for older...
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Too Good To Fail: Creating Marketplace Value from the World's Brightest Minds (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2013

	Too Good to Fail: Creating Marketplace Value form the World’s Brightest Minds is a guide for senior managers seeking to address their need to rapidly develop globally innovative products with constrained R&D budgets. It creates a practical strategy to address and bring together, for the first time, the emergence of open...
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A Practical Guide to Information Architecture (Practical Guide Series)Five Simple Steps LLP, 2010

	I’ll tell you a secret. One that my friends and family mostly know about, and many people who meet me eventually figure out. But it is one of those slightly embarrassing secrets – one that I don’t usually just tell people when I meet them for the first time. But you’re going to be my friend for the next 300 pages, so...
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The Woman Who Decided to Die: Challenges and Choices at the Edges of MedicineOxford University Press, 2009

	Advances in medical technology force us to struggle with new and often gut-wrenching decisions. How do we know when someone is dead and not just in a coma? Should a convicted felon qualify for a new heart? In The Woman Who Decided to Die, novelist and medical ethicist Ronald Munson takes readers to the very edges of medicine, where...
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Building Applications with Microsoft® Outlook® Version 2002Microsoft Press, 2001
This book is designed primarily for Microsoft Outlook application developers  using Microsoft Exchange Server. Many of the examples assume that you’ll be  deploying workgroup applications in an Exchange Server environment using both  public and private folders. It’s also assumed that you’ll be using Outlook 2002  to run the...
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